
CLASS #2 
 
UNDULATIONS 
 
LYRICAL HANDS 
Painting the fence 
The scoop 
 
Undulating elbow 
- one at a time 
- both at once in 

opposition 
- both at once in 

opposition switching 
inside & outside 

- Turning in a circle 
 
Snake Arms 
- in opposition 
- together 
- to the side 
- in front 
- over head 
 
Snake Arms 
w/cross-step squat 
- to the right 
- to the left 
 
Column of Energy 
- Rippling column of 

water w/hand 
undulations 

- Straight column of 
fire w/hand shimmies  

- Ending in hip 
shimmies w/framing 
hands 

 
Picking flowers 
 
 Body Undulation 
- Rising chest 

undulation 
- Falling hips 

undulation 
- Suspended undulation 
 
 

PRACTICE 
Practice – Practice 
undulations slowly. Make 
sure the ripple moves 
through every joint from 
head to toe. 
 
Practice – The twist 
centered as well as 
accenting on one side. 
Really let those hips 
swing. How fast can you 
twist? 
 
Practice – Practice snake 
arms by rolling shoulder, 
elbow, wrist & fingers. 
 
Practice –Practice snake 
arms keeping the 
movement between your 
ear and your lower 
ribcage.  
 
Practice –Practice snake 
arms slowly, quickly and 
somewhere in between. 
 
REMEMBER 
 
When first start 
precutting snake arms 
your arms may tire 
quickly. Remember to use 
the muscles of your entire 
upper torso and back to 
lift and support your 
arms. As with everything 
else, practice makes it 
easier. 
 
To bend your knees 
deeply for the cross-step 
squat. Keep the upper 
back straight 
 
To keep your upper body 
from “sawing the air” 
when executing the Twist 

RIB ARTICULATIONS 
 
Rib lifts 
 
Rib drops 
 
Triple Rib Drops 
W/rising undulation 
- W/one up, one down 

arms 
- W/temple arms 
- W/both arms down 

behind you 
 
HIP ARTICULATIONS 
 
Basic Egyptian 
 
The “M” 
On 1 side - drop middle, 
drop front, drop middle, 
drop back 
 
The Twist 
 
The Twist Accented 
-Forward 
-Back 
 
TRAVELING  
 
Traveling Basic 
Egyptian 
 
Pivoting, alternating 
hipdrops backwards 
Extreme Forward Hip 
drop then pivot forward 
leg back & repeat hip 
drop on other side. Keep 
repeating and travel 
backward w/ Alladin 
arms variation (1 arm 
forward, 1 arm bent 
w/hand at neck). 
Remember arms are in 
opposition. 
 
 



 

 
THE ART OF HANDS AND ARMS 

 

 
 



 
HANDS AND ARMS 

To become a proficient dancer (and one who is a joy to behold), it is imperative that the 
hands and arms are given as much attention as the hips and costume. There are myriad 
different hand and arm postures and movements, so you must experiment to find the ones 
that look best with your body type and dance style. Since their full range of motion is seldom 
utilized, your arms may tire easily at first, but be persistent! Soon the most severe postures 
and the most delicate of movements will become second nature. 
 
As with all other movements in Belly Dance, isolation is the key to amazing hand/arm 
movement. You must first work with movements that isolate the shoulders, elbows, wrists 
and fingers. To execute lovely undulating snake arms you must roll the shoulders, the elbow, 
the wrist and the fingertips. Each has it’s own separate isolated movement which must be 
diligently practiced until it’s motion is smooth and seamlessly flows into the next. Please 
remember that your arms are joined to your body and can not flail about independently. Arm 
postures and movements originate in the Solar Plexus, so use those back and ribcage muscles 
to support and lift your arms.   

   basic positio: Knees bent, head up, ribcage up, bottom 
tucked 
Power Postures  
You must practice hand/arm postures in a mirror until they are perfect. Each posture will 
effect you and your audience differently. Some postures make you look and feel regal, while 
others come across as sexy, languid or energized. Some give you an opportunity to raise 
energy, to disperse it to your audience or ground it when necessary. Certain postures are 
merely cosmetic, framing hip action or framing the face. You will also discover that there are 
postures that are simply for balance. Some postures may become your “signature” positions, 
these you might consider your Power Postures, positions of power and strength. If you are 
ever uncertain of yourself when dancing, assume one of your Power Postures or run through 
a series of them and you will find your place again, whether you’re dancing a piece of 
choreography or free-form, in front of an audience or in the privacy of your own living room. 



     Framing the eyes 
Framing 
When you “Frame” something you focus attention on that area. You can frame your face for 
headslides by entwining your hands and arms over your head. S shaped arms frame both the 
head and one hip.  Sometimes framing is knowing where not to put your hands and arms. 
You don’ t want to obscure your crisp hip work with sloppy arm positions. Keep your 
audience’ s perception in mind and place your hands and arms accordingly. There’ s no sense 
in doing something that no one notices, so practice and make good use of framing. 
   

    
Creating lyrical movement and geometric patterns 
Have you ever waved a smoldering stick about, in the dark, it’ s magical glow tracing 
fascinating geometric patterns? Or watched children cavorting with sparklers on a warm 
summer’ s night twirling and leaping with bacchic ecstasy, drawing burning shapes which 
brand the air. You can create similar effects with hand and arm motions and postures. They 
can create a delayed line, which the eye will automatically follow. They can weave and 
define the space around a dancer, mesmerizing an audience, like Medusa’ s serpents. 
     

   “The one up/one down pose” 
Creative visualization is one of the keys to entrancing movement. You must see in “the 
mind’ s eye” the patterns your hands and arms can create. Delicately trace shapes in the air all 
around you and pay attention to what you’ re drawing so your audience will too. Undulating 
lines, figure 8’ s, little balls of energy you move around and finally give to your audience. 
Draw on nature and pantomime the motion of butterflies, birds, wind or waves. Trace the 
patterns of the celestial bodies as they chase each other across the sky. You can beckon to 
your friends, then pull your hands to your heart, accepting their love, then offer your hands 



back out to them, giving them your love. You might imagine there is a rope from which you 
hang with one arm, or which you use to pull yourself up from a back bend. Put on a slow 
piece of music and try to use only your hands and arms to express the melody. When the 
melody runs up to a high note reach up, reach and stretch, bend those knees and remember to 
keep your shoulders relaxed and your head up. 

  Lifting the Hair  Arms over 
head 
PROPS 
Props such as a veil or something you balance on your head can be very helpful in obtaining 
proficiency of hand and arm movement. 
 
Dancing with a veil can help you learn to spread your wings to their full potential. Holding a 
veil out and away from you strengthens your arm muscles and helps you learn how to expand 
yourself out. Utilizing a veil can teach you how to move so that your arms are complimenting 
each other, working as partners or twins. When spinning, focusing on manipulating a veil can 
keep you from experiencing over whelming dizziness. Finally, veils are just stunning when 
used with framing; you’ ll have fun discovering all the possibilities. 
 
Balancing something on your head (trays, swords, baskets, candles, vases etc.) causes you to 
move with extreme concentration and focus, in other words isolation. Practice balancing a 
book on your head and dancing; keep your knees bent and your neck and shoulders loose. 

 
 



SNAKE ARMS NOTES 
 
I remember how hard it was for me to achieve snake arms and now it feels like butter! I know 
that your arms, shoulders and upper torso are very tight. You might wish to try a new exercise, 
scrunch your shoulders up toward your ears as hard as you can, really push and stretch into the 
scrunch, hold and then drop them, hard and quickly as far as you can drop them, hold then relax. 
Repeat several times. 
 
First let’s make it really simplified.  
Begin with alternating shoulder rolls-rolling forward, over & back- the reverse of swimming and 
leave it running.  
 
Contine to try to arch the roll as back as far as you can, make sure your chest remains open and 
the neck relaxed. You may wish to place one foot slightly in front of the other, so that your 
weight is on the back leg now lean slightly back, just alittle.  
 
Now let the arms and wrist and hands roll about loosley but not touching the body, as well as not 
bending too much and staying more to the side than not.  
 
Slowly begin to lift the arms out to the side, continuing to be loose about it.Eventually you want 
to raise the arms to the range of the lower ribcage and shoulders and stay within that range, 
predominately.  
 
A secret trick to keeping your arms out to the side and to keep your hands from drooping is to 
imagine the Roll or ’flex’ ending in the finger tips, particularly the middle finger. Now use 
creative visualasation and imgine that each finger just touches the wall. Lightly like you would 
lightly touch very expensive wall paper or wet paint.  
 
Remeber to keep the idea of rolling, isolated, stong and sure. Now use your creative visualisation 
again and imagine the shoulder roll starts a rpplle (roll)that runs all the way to the finger tips. 
The shoulder rolls, then the elbows execute a tiny roll (or flex) then the wrist can flex -remember 
the wrist rock, well try that, then the hand comes out of the wrist flex/rock and the middle finger 
touches it’s imaginary point. Spaghitti arms that begin with shoulder rolls.  
 
Now when you finesse it you add a real wrist roll and make the arms look like they are flexing or 
rippling.  
 
Don’t forget to practice snakes in front, that will help develop the shoulders and hands.  
 
You might also want to try using the hand movement ‘painting the fence’  with your arms held 
out to the side to ‘paint’  the fall on either side of you, the smooth it out, make it more sensual.  
Hope this helps but we can work on it Sunday if you still want to. Some moves look great very 
quickly and other are a lot of work and reipition. Unfortunately snake arms falls into the latter 
catagory. Just stick with it! 
 


